Magic Places
Destination Catalogue
Looking for your next OMG! cycling vacation?
Chances are, we’ve been there.
Here’s a selection of our destinations…

OUR TRIPS

ROAD TOURS

SPORTIVES

South Okanagan Wine Tour

Tour Transalp

Calgary to Vancouver

Bike Transalp

Sonoma

Haute Route Alps

Canyon Lands

Haute Route Pyrenees

Colombia

Haute Route Dolomites

Morocco
South Africa
Croatia
Provence
Tuscany
Pyrenees
Belgium Beer Tour

GRAVEL BIKE TOURS
Nelson to Banff
Southwest BC
Southern Vancouver Island

Mallorca

MOUNTAIN BIKE TOURS

Girona

Okanagan Mountain Bike Camp
BC MTB Experience - Kootenay Epic
BC MTB Experience - Coastal Classics
Tour du Mont Blanc

Are you ready for the ride of your life?

ROAD TOURS

CYCLING AND WINE TOUR

SOUTH OKANAGAN
Boasting over 180 wineries, a semi-arid desert climate, and
hundreds of kms of immaculate, winding country roads, the South
Okanagan offers a cycle vacation experience that rivals France and
Italy, yet is in our own backyard!

WELCOME TO WINE COUNTRY
We’ve painstakingly curated our 6-night, 7-day South Okanagan tour to showcase stunning
cycling routes, beautiful accommodations, and wineries and restaurants that have quietly
gained a cult following among wine and food enthusiasts. Each day will see you riding some of
the most iconic and picturesque cycling routes in Canada, and with a spring and fall climate
perfectly suited to cycling, you’ll be in short sleeves while much of the rest of Canada is bundled
up. Beautiful rides are only half of the experience! From a chef’s table dinner at Row Fourteen
(voted BC’s best restaurant by the Globe and Mail), to dining amidst the vines at Church and
State vineyard, we’ve created a tour that combines the most scenic rides with the best food and
wine in the country.

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
•

Climbing out of Okanagan Falls along quiet, winding Green Lake Rd and watching the
vineyard-clad valley unfold beneath you;

•

Sipping an award-winning Syrah while watching the sun set from your patio
overlooking Burrowing Owl vineyards;

•

Summiting Richter Pass, and riding along the infamous Seven Sisters, made famous in
Ironman Canada;

•

Dining al fresco at an exclusive long-table dinner in the vineyard of Church and State
Winery;

•

Touring the vineyard with the winemaker of one of the Okanagan’s best kept secrets,
before enjoying the best of his cellar with local charcuterie;

•

Discovering the best roads, the best wines, and the best cuisine BC has to offer each
and every day of your tour

"My husband and I have fond memories of our Magic Places Okanagan Wine Tour with Matt.
Matt is a wonderful, genuine, dedicated host and provided us with an amazing experience.
The cycling was challenging at times but it was breathtakingly beautiful and we always
ended our days with a 5 star dining experience. Already looking forward to our next Magic
Places Tour.”
- Steve and Kara Fleck 2020 Okanagan Wine Tour

CALGARY - VANCOUVER
The Rockies, Selkirks, Monashees, and finally the Coast Mountains.
Climbing through these storied ranges Bill surely be an ambitious
challenge, but with the rewards of incredible scenery, comfortable
lodgings, and beautiful roads, this tour promises to be the ride of
your life!

A T R I P T H R O U G H O U R B A C K YA R D
Our 9-night, 10-day tour from Calgary to Vancouver relieves you of all the hassles of organizing
meals and accommodations and provides full mechanical and ride support for every
kilometre of the journey, allowing you to focus on what is important - enjoying the ride.

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
•

Watch the dominating Rocky Mountains reveal themselves as you ride into historic
Banff.

•

A stunning ride through Glacier National Park, over daunting Rogers Pass, and past
towering peaks such as Mt Sir Donald, Mt Diadem, and Cheops Peak.

•

A rest day in the Okanagan with a potential visit to 1 or 2 of its amazing wineries.

•

Rolling into Harrison Hot Springs, where the soothing waters of the Hot Springs
Resort await tired bodies.

•

Rolling into White Rock and taking in the beauty of the Pacific Ocean.

SONOMA
Delightfully laid-back, unapologetic and fun-loving, the Sonoma
Valley, or ‘Valley of the Moon’, is bordered to the east by the
Mayacamas and to the west by the Sonoma Mountains, providing,
in our opinion, the best cycling in all of California.

WELCOME TO SONOMA
Our 5-night tour, based out of the funky, Spanish-influenced town of Healdsburg delivers the
very best rides and gastronomic experiences Sonoma has to offer. Whether riding the
incomparable Geyer’s Peak loop or dining at Thomas Keller’s renowned Dry Creek Kitchen, each
day will be a feast for the senses. We also offer a daily off-bike guided excursion, making this a
perfect trip for cyclists and partners.

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
•

Riding the quiet, winding roads of Dry Creek Valley, in full Spring bloom;

•

Sipping an amazing Pinot Noir while watching the sun set from the deck of MacRostie
winery;

•

Watch the rugged Pacific coastline unfold beneath you as you descend into the
stunning Bodega Bay;

•

Play bocce while sipping an Aperol Spritz in the garden of Campo Fina before dining on
the ultimate fusion of Italian and Californian cuisine.

SOUTHWEST US

CANYON LANDS
The ochre and monochrome geography of the Southwestern US
Canyonlands showcase some of the most visually dramatic
landscapes on earth, and there is no better way to see and
experience these natural wonders than on two wheels.

WELCOME TO THE WILD
From Over the years, we’ve refined and curated this itinerary to the point that we really don’t
think we can jam any more eye-candy in a single trip without giving you sensory overload!
Over 16 days, you’ll take in all the sights and vistas that have made the Canyonlands worldrenowned, and you’ll so at a relaxed, unhurried pace that allows you to soak in the natural
beauty that awaits around every corner.
Form our departure point in Las Vegas, our journey starts on the South Rim of the Grand
Canyon, before passing through to Paige’s unique Antelope Canyon and into the Grand
Staircase-Escalante National Monument. Here, we’ll pass through Bryce Canyon and Capitol
Reef before circling back to explore the immense and stunning Zion Canyon. Our final leg of
the loop takes us through the aptly-named Valley of Fire before returning to Vegas for a welldeserved night off before our departure home.

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
•

Ride the southern rim to watch sunset over the yawning expense of the Grand Canyon;

•

Have breakfast watching the sunrise over Bryce Canyon;

•

Finding the ‘seahorse’ photo hidden deep in Antelope Canyon;

•

Ride Hwy 12 to Boulder, UT - one of the world’s most beautiful roads;

•

Ride Johnson Canyon and remember how many western movies were filmed here;

•

Hike to Zion’s Angels Landing to have your breath taken away;

•

Have lunch on the moon in Valley of Fire;

•

See that Cirque de Soleil performance you’ve always wanted in Vegas.

COLOMBIA
Where else can you ride with Tour de France pros and world
champions on the world’s longest climb? With our exclusive training
camp, not only will you ride with the likes of Santiago Botero, each
day will see you riding world-class rides including the ultimate
testpiece: Alto de Letras, an 80km climb that climbs over 4000m!

C O F F E E , C U LT U R E & C L I M B S
The Colombia of today is a country of welcoming smiles, vibrant culture, delicious food, and of
course, world-class riding. Colombia has awoken to the incredible potential it possesses as a
world-class cycling destination. The government and people of this beautiful country have
enthusiastically embarked to make Colombia a top winter destination, and our ‘locals only’
knowledge combines an exceptional training camp with a rich, safe cultural experience.

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
•

Share coffee and a casual ride with the likes of Rigoberto Urán;

•

Ride through valleys of orchid-lined hillsides in Antioquera’s flower region;

•

Ride the world’s longest climb;

•

Meet Juan Valdez! (Well, have coffee with the actual growers of the beans anyway);

•

Get lost in the beautiful mayhem of vibrant Medellin;

•

See and hear first-hand, the thrilling history of Colombia’s drug cartels.

"All of my experiences of traveling with Matt and Magic Places have been outstandingly
positive. They take you to some of the most amazing places. Cater to your wishes. They
truly do take care of you – in the sense of caring for you and caring about you! – so that all
that you need to do is enjoying your rides and your vacation.”
Joerg Bohlmann, 2x Colombia

MOROCCO
From th e Mighty Atlas Mountains to th e Vast Sahara Deser t

From the spectacular Kasbah ruins of Morocco’s ancient kingdoms
to a luxury Berber tent camp amidst the towering dunes of the
Western Sahara, our 8-day tour immerses you in the beauty and
magic of a route that evokes an age of kings and caravans.

WELCOME TO MOROCCO
Starting in the beautiful chaos that is Marrakech and finishing at the edge of the vast and
desolate Sahara desert, our 350 km tour follows the centuries-old spice route down the sinuous
Draa River, carving it’s way through ochre gorges and lush oases. You’ll start your ride from the
2300m crest of the Atlas Mountains, passing UNESCO heritage Kasbah Telouet and Ait
Benhaddou and visiting towns and villages that have changed little since these former palaces
were in their glory.

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
•

Explore the vibrant streets of Marrakesh selling everything from tagines and glassware
to scarves and spices;

•

A journey down the dramatic Ouinila Valley, passing numerous kasbahs and ruins
before arriving at the beautiful and luxurious Riad Ksar Ighnda;

•

A short walk through the ancient walled city of Aït Benhaddou, the most famous of all
Moroccan kasbahs;

•

Experiencing the best of the Sahara Desert: a luxury tent camp, a peaceful sunset
camel trek, and a traditional Moroccan feast under the stars.

SOUTH AFRICA
South Africa is a feast for the senses: day after day of stunning
landscapes from rolling vineyards to awe-inspiring coastlines.
Luxurious lodge and resort accommodation, incredible gourmet
cuisine, and world famous wines make this undoubtedly our
‘Queen Tour.’

WELCOME TO SOUTH AFRICA
This unforgettable 18-day, 1,200-kilometre bicycle adventure lets you experience a remarkable
country of amazing contrasts. The tour starts in Port Elizabeth. Our first event is a safari through
Addo Elephant Park, a vast wilderness reserve. Have your camera ready for close-ups of roaming
elephants, giraffes, antelopes and rhinos. Next the Garden Route along the Indian Ocean.
Famous for tropical forests, exotic birds and plants, reed-banked rivers and pristine beaches, it
offers cyclists scenic and quiet alternate routes. Once we leave the coast at Mossel Bay, the road
climbs over Robinson

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
•

Enjoy a traditional South African braii (bbq) in the ranch house after spending a full day
on safari, viewing Africa’s ‘big five’ in their natural habitats;

•

Sip a glass of world-class pinotage while dining on an organic, farm-to-table feast at Val
du Charon winery after riding the incomparable Bains Kloof pass;

•

Ride your bike to the very tip of Africa and come face to face with the power and
intensity of the mighty Atlantic Ocean;

•

Race an ostrich down the road on your bike, or take a crack at actually riding one in the
Klein Karoo;

•

Ride Chapman’s Peak Drive, come home, and tell your friends you’ve ridden the most
visually stunning coastal road in the world, period;

•

Hike the ruggedly beautiful coastline of Tsitsikamma National Park, a lush garden of
rainforest and jungle butting up against the crashing Indian Ocean.

"We have cycled many countries all over the world but we just experienced a new favorite
– South Africa! The roads were great, the food and accommodations excellent and our
guides looked after every detail. What a fantastic way to explore a the landscape of
South Africa from the stunning coastline, quiet Klein Karoo, luxurious wineries to the
world class ride up Chapman’s peak! Thank you for the memories of a lifetime!
Nathan & Laurie, South Africa

SAIL & CYCLE

CROATIA
Turquoise waters, bleached limestone cliffs, and quiet winding
roads connecting Venetian-era port villages dotting fairy-tale
islands. Prepare to be entranced by the islands that have inspired
those from poets to kings.

WE LCO M E TO C R OAT I A
Croatia’s Dalmatian Islands combine postcard vistas, old-world charm, and an explosive culinary
y scene that in itself are the makings of an ideal European escape, but add bicycles and a luxury
yacht, and you have yourself a dream vacation.
Our 7-night, 8-day sailing and cycling tour through Central Dalmatia delivers the very best on
offer in this beautiful country. Imagine exploring Unesco World Heritage Sites during the day,
swimming in azure waters of a remote cove in the afternoon, and exploring glittering island
harbour towns that come alive each night.
We travel f rom island to island aboard a stately 30m sailing yacht, dining al fresco on the deck
morning and night, while days are spent exploring the islands of Brač, Hvar, Vis, Korčula, and
Mljet by bicycle, visiting a diverse collection of destinations ranging from ancient castles to
stunning white beaches. And of course, you always have the option of parking the bike and
spending the day aboard the yacht, enjoying any of the many watersport activities on board.

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
•

Wander the ancient strip fields of the Stari Grad plain on Hvar, agricultural parcels
created by theGreeks 24 centuries ago, and still today yielding grapes and olives;

•

Cap off a stunning ride with sunset cocktails and back-lane boogie sessions in Hvar
Town, theAdriatic’s most chic harbour;

•

Savour fresh seafood and local wine on Vis, one of Croatia’s most remote islands;

•

Stretch out on the white sand beach of Zlatni Rat, one of the most photographed
beaches in Europe;

•

Jump in the wave runner and cruise along the rugged coast of Sobra, finding that
perfect cove for asecluded swim;

•

Discover Split’s ancient heart in Diocletian’s Palace, a Unesco World Heritage Site.

PROVENCE
Why we love Provence: Well, there’s the wine. And Mt. Ventoux.
Oh, and don’t forget scads of 2000 yr old Roman ruins, bridges
and monuments. But most of all, the rides. My God, the rides!

WELCOME TO PROVENCE
Whether rolling through iconic fields of lavender aglow in the evening sun, or climbing a road
carved out of a precipitous limestone cliff face, every day in Provence sees you riding quiet
rural routes through awe-inspiring scenery that has inspired the likes of Renoir, Picasso and
Matisse. Throw in that you’re visiting what is hands down the most underrated wine region in
France and enjoying cuisine that perfectly combines hallowed Mediterranean ingredients with
classic French cooking and you have all the makings for a trip that will make your lifetime
highlight reel!

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
•

Ride grand loops in the Vercors Massif, with cliff-top roads winding through yawning
limestone gorges;

•

Indulge in some of Frances finest cuisine while savoring a prized bottle of Bandol or
Cassis;

•

Climb into the lunar landscape of Mt Ventoux, the Giant of Provence, via one of 3
amazing routes;

•

Get lost in the boutique-lined streets of Avignon, an ancient walled city teeming with
history and art.

TUSCANY
From riding the Strade Bianchi to sipping the best Barolo, this is truely
‘La Dolce Vita.’ Tuscany offers unforgettable backdrops, with vineyard
and olive grove clad hills offering perfect terrain for expert and beginner
alike. Throw in post-ride gelatos, Tuscan feasts, and wine so good it’ll
make you blush, and you have the makings of the vacation of your life.

WELCOME TO TUSCANY
Why do we love Tuscany? Well, there’s the food. Not much needs to be said about the
world’s finest cuisine, and Lucca, off the tourist tracks around Pisa and Florence, has quietly
built a reputation for Italy’s finest gastronomy. Forget Tripadvisor or Yelp, our local
knowledge of this culinary oasis will see you dining in quiet, unassuming restaurants that
will blow your mind. Add the perfect bottle of Barolo and you’ll forget that you came here
to ride a bike. Seriously.

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
•

Wander the 4.2km tree-lined footpath atop Lucca’s mura - the 16th century wall circling
the ancient city;

•

Finish your ride with the best gelato of your life, from the master ice-cream maker at
Grom Gellateria.;

•

Ride the simply-must-ride-before-you-die Camaiore Road and the legendary Monte
Serra testpiece;

•

Experience L’Eroica. You don’t ride it, you experience it. Ride a vintage bike along
Tuscany’s famed ‘strade bianchi’, stopping in fairytale towns for food, drink, and
celebration in this one-of-a-kind festival.

ROAD BIKE

PYRENEES
Strategically nestled between the Atlantic Ocean and the
Mediterranean Sea, the Pyrénées form a natural border of
inspiration and beauty between France and Spain that every
cyclist should endeavour to explore for themselves.

FRANCE’S QUITER, MORE REFINED PEAKS
From the Atlantic to the Mediterranean, the towering Pyrenees may lure you with storied climbs
such as the Tourmalet, but their true magic lies in quiet roads, spectacular food and wine, and
undoubtedly France’s most welcoming and hospitable locals.
This trip is not for the feint of heart. In 14 days you will ride roughly 800km and amass over
22,000m of climbing. As an avid cyclist it doesn’t get much better than this.

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
•

Enjoy incredible Catalan cuisine at Cafe St Germais, an 8-table gem hidden outside St
Lary Soulan;

•

Test your mettle against the incomparable 19km of the Tourmalet, resusrfaced in 2013;

•

Enjoy a bottle of Montbazillac, a small-batch secret that is as great as its neighbours in
Bordeaux.;

•

Follow in the footsteps of giants, as you ride 20 of the Pyrenees’ finest cols, including
Aubisque;

•

Pereysourde, Marie Blanque, Aspet, and many local secrets including Laza, Latrape, and
Irati;

•

A rest day wandering the Chateau de Pau, stopping for the best foie gras of your life at
le Dauphin;

•

Enjoy the art deco glitz of the beaches of Biarritz, Napoleon’s favourite beach hangout.

BELGIUM BEER TOUR
Where passion for beer is matched only by that for cycling

From sipping a pint of the world’s best beer at the very abbey it’s
brewed, to riding the ancient cobbles of climbs made famous by
the likes of Eddy Merckx, our tour through this storied land will
leave you begging for more. Of both.

BIKES AND BEERS
From Sitting in the very centre of Europe, Belgium showcases incredible contrasts, from ancient
castles and bell towers to hip, modern restaurants and muesums. Friendly locals, some of the
best comfort food on offer, and a true multilingual population means that each ride, every
brewery tour, and all our evening excursions will leave you smiling, satiated, and excited about
the next day’s tour.

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
•

Sample some of the world’s greatest beers in breweries that have been making them
for centuries;

•

Cycle along the Leopold Canal to the Atlantic coast, before nipping into the Netherlands
for lunch;

•

Stay in Brugge. Forget Venice - this is without doubt the coolest canalled city in Europe;

•

Ride sections of the infamous Tour de Flanders route, arguably the world’s hardest stage
race;

•

Dine on Carbonade Flamande while sipping Westvleteren after a day of riding perfect
asphalt;

•

Navigate steeple to steeple, connecting storybook towns via Europe’s most extensive
cycling network.

"Well organized scenic rides through historical sites over rolling country side and a variety
of hill climbs. Accommodations that accent the local culture and cuisine with an added
taste of adventure. Well, Magic Places sums it up!
Mark Rebagliati, 2018 Belgium Beer Tour

MALLORCA
Located off the southeast coast of Spain, Mallorca’s stunning
landscape, mild climate, and vast network of cycling routes make it
the perfect cycling destination. There are literally hundreds of miles
of secondary roads with pristine pavement over varied terrain, from
flat farmlands to dramatic mountains and cliff-lined coastal roads.

TRAIN WHERE THE PROS TRAIN
We offer you multiple ride options each day so that every ride, every day, will be a combination
of distance, terrain, and difficulty that is perfectly suited to your ability. Want to ride over 100kms
through the mountains? No problem! How about taking it easy, enjoying the vistas, the food
and culture while snapping some iconic photos along the way? We can do that too!
Our accommodations include two different 4-Star resorts, located one block from beautiful
beaches, and featuring in and outdoor pools, fitness rooms, amazing restaurants and a host of
other amenities. Perfect for the non-riders who may join you on this family-friendly adventure,
both hotels are located within walking distance of many restaurants, shops, and local
attractions.

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
•

Descend, then climb the cork-screw perfection of Sa Calobra,Spain’s most famous climb;

•

Look in awe, at the morning migration of cyclists, leaving their beach hotels for the hills
and valleys;

•

Eat paella like it’s meant to be – under the Mediterranean sun;

•

Ride to Cap Formentor lighthouse – arguably the most visually stunning ride of your life;

•

Enjoy a cortado at a sunny café in an ancient town square.

"Best bike tour ever! The guides, the bikes, the country, the food and the attention to
detail and our safety were outstanding. Always enjoyed meeting up with the other
groups at the end of each ride to enjoy a beverage and swap stories.
Gord Lyster, Mallorca

GIRONA
A couple of hours outside of Barcelona, Girona has grown from a
little-known town pro cyclists used as a training base, to a fullblown hotbed of European cycling.

WELCOME TO GIRONA
From Our 8-night, 9-day package delivers you the very best rides Girona has to offer, from
stunning coastal rides to epic mountain climbs, all from our luxury apartments located in the
centre of Girona’s cultural, gastronomic, and cycling scene. On the same day you could see over
100 cyclists climbing Mallorca’s alluring Sa Calobra, you’d be lucky see four riders on Girona’s
testpiece, Rocacorba. With the absence of crowds of tourists, Girona maintains a true originality
and old-world charm that many other cycling destinations have surrendered to the mighty
tourist dollar. This is a city that fiercely clings to it’s Basque traditions and culture, much to the
benefit of visitors.
Sipping coffee with locals, strolling polished cobblestone streets, and riding quiet, endlessly
rolling perfect ribbons of asphalt characterize the Girona experience. There’s a reason that many
pro cyclists chose to retire to Girona. In fact, there are many. Let us show you some.

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
•

Ride the coastline of the Costa Brava, connecting medieval towns with stunning seaside
roads;

•

Enjoy Girona’s best breakfast at La Fabrica, owned by Canadian ex-pro Christian Meier;

•

Have one of the best days of your life riding the incomparable Rupit Loop;

•

Climb to the Santuari dels Angels where Salvadori Dali was married to enjoy a coffee
and the 360 view of Girona below;

•

Indulge in the local delicacy of la paperina with a crisp glass of cava at one of Girona’s
many fantastic restaurants;

•

Test yourself on the incredible climbs of Lliruona, Mare de deu del Mont, and Rocacorba;

•

Spend a rest day getting lost in the culture, cuisine, and chaos of vibrant and colorful
Girona or spend a day at the beach, relaxing under the Mediterranean sun.

SPORTIVES

7-DAY STAGE RACE

TOUR TRANSALP
Starting in the foothills of the Bravarian Alps and finishing on the
shores of Lake Garda, Italy, the Tour Transalp is the longest
running and most renowned amateur cycling race in Europe. Our
race package gives you the support you need to race like a pro.

TOUR TRANSALP
The Tour Transalp continues to impress us as the most professionally run amateur race that
we’ve attended. A closely guarded secret of the Europeans, this two-person stage race
continues to be our biggest race event simply due to word of mouth – once you’ve done it,
you realize that this experience is as close to feeling like a fully supported pro racer as you
can get! Spectacular roads, stunning passes, well-known stage locations, a polished and
professional event, and participants from over 30 countries make this event a unique and
unforgettable experience.

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
•

Racing like a pro, with a full support team, vehicles, mechanics, and massage therapists;

•

Riding over 800 kilometers and 20,000 vertical meters through the Dolomites and Alps;

•

Travelling through stunning mountain passes and valleys, to finish in picturesque
European villages;

•

Testing the limits of what you thought possible, each and every day;

•

Making life-long memories with a group of riders from around the world.

"From the minute you arrive to the minute you leave your tour Matt and the crew are
beyond fantastic. Their knowledge, experience and passion shines though in all they do
and he support you receive in sometimes trying conditions for the MP crew is better than
the Pro’s receive and way more fun!”
Shaun Callaghan, 3x Tour Transalp

7-DAY STAGE RACE

HAUTE ROUTE ALPS
With over 800 km of racing and 20,000 m of climbing over 20+
iconic climbs, The Haute Route Alps offers seven days of pro-style
racing for the amateur cyclist with dreams to chase. If you’re
looking to push your limits, you’ve come to the right place.

HAUTE ROUTE ALPS
Magic Places has been delivering top-quality small-group race support packages since the
very first HR Alps, so we intimately know the finer details of the race, the logistics, and how
to handle everything ‘behind the scenes’ so that the only thing you need to worry about is
the next climb ahead of you. It is our personal attention to your needs that sets us apart spend an hour riding in the rain, looking at a soggy map searching for your ‘premier
package hotel’ after racing 150km, and you will very quickly understand the value of being
greeted at the finish by our team, loaded into a warm van with a dry change of clothes, and
driven to our comfortable, friendly hotel where our massage therapist awaits to fix what
ails you. From your pick up at the airport to drop off for your return flight home, you will be
treated to full race support, letting you focus solely on the race and recovery.

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
•

Racing over 800km, climbing over 20,000m through 7 stages in the heart of the mighty
French Alps;

•

Exploring picturesque stage towns and villages that have hosted cycling races for over a
century;

•

Climb nearly 20 iconic mountain cols, such as Alpe d’Huez, the Bonette and Galibier,
and other climbs made famous by the Tour de France;

•

Share an incredible life achievement with competitors and friends each and every day;

•

Enjoy a fully-supported race experience with on-course support, bike mechanics, and
massage therapists dedicated to your success.

"If you want to enjoy a world class cycling event but don’t know where to book, where to
sleep, what arrangements to make, then like me you will find Magic Places to be an
excellent way to enjoy a wonderful drama-free event.”
Colin Ruskin, Haute Route Alps

7-DAY STAGE RACE

HAUTE ROUTE PYRENEES
Not as famous as their celebrity siblings, the Alps, what the Pyrenees
lack in notoriety, they more than make up for in aesthetic, peaceful
riding, and most importantly, sheer difficulty. The infamous Tourmalet, a
staple on every HRP, has dashed more Tour de France victory
aspirations than any other single climb. Welcome to the Pyrenees.

HAUTE ROUTE PYRENEES
Billed as the ‘toughest and highest cyclosportive in the world,’ each Haute Route Race
dishes out the biggest challenge of any amateur stage race we know of, and our clients tell
us that the HR Pyrenees is the toughest of the bunch. Superbagneres, the Tourmalet,
Aspin, Portet, Cap de Long and many other storied climbs await you in this 7-day epic
boasting over 800 km of racing over 20 mythical cols, totaling more than 20,000 m of
climbing. If you’re looking to push your limits, you’ve come to the right place.

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
•

700km over 7 stages winding through mighty Pyrenees Mountains;

•

18 iconic cols giving over 18,000m of climbing;

•

Climb the Azet, Aspin, and Tourmalet in a single stage;

•

Test your mettle on the Time Trial of the Pyrenees highest col - The 2215m Col du Portet;

•

Enjoy some of France’s best cuisine in stage towns such as Pau, St Lary Soulain, and
Lourdes;

•

Enjoy a fully-supported race experience with on-course support, bike mechanics, and
massage therapists dedicated to your success.
"Magic Places feels like riding and travelling with family. Great organization, superfriendly guides, and top-shelf hotels and food. They delivered on every aspect of my
adventure.”
Grant Reid, Haute Route Pyrenees

GRAVEL BIKE

BC GRAVEL TOUR

NELSON TO BANFF
The ideal complement to our SW BC Gravel Tour, our Nelson to
Banff tour is the ultimate in back road adventuring, traversing
Canada’s mightiest mountain ranges - the Purcells, Kootenays and
Rockies.

NELSON TO BANFF
From your starting climb up the epic Gray Creek Pass, to the memorable finish rolling into Banff
along the Spray River Trail, each and every day delivers incredible views and amazing terrain.
Through the tactful addition of a few key shuttles, we’ve turned a route normally reserved for
the hardy ‘bike packers’ into an adventurous journey that you can enjoy safely, with full support
from a ride guide, safety moto, and of course, our 14 passenger van and bike trailer.

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
•

Cross the Continental Divide at Elk Pass, in one of the most stunning and remote
mountain valleys in North America;

•

Ride nearly 40 continuous kilometres of grin-inducing, smooth gravel singletrack along
the purpose-built Chief Isadore trail between Cranbrook and Wardner;

•

Enjoy a rest day in Canada’s hippest mountain town, Fernie. Whether white water
rafting, exploring great craft breweries, or simply going for a hike, you won’t want to
leave;

•

Cross the Purcell Mountains via the mighty Gray Creek Pass. Averaging 9% for 17km, it’s
one of the highest passes in Canada and a feather in any cyclists cap;

•

Watch the dominating Rocky Mountains reveal themselves as you ride into Fernie via 15
kilometres of twisting, rolling singletrack;

•

Relax in the soothing waters of Banff Hot Springs beneath towering mountains as you
reflect on the best week of riding in your life.

"Everything was curated to perfection from the amazing routes, delicious and healthy
food and variety and quality of hotels. The guides were so helpful and made it so much
fun. We were all like a big family by the end of the trip. Ok... better than family. It was truly
a magical experience.”
Vicki Greenwood, 2020 SW BC Gravel Tour

GRAVEL TOUR

SOUTHWEST BC
Showcasing some of the most remote, scenic, and adventurous
sections of the BC Trail, our SW BC Gravel tour will see you riding
an epic combination of gravel roads, rail trails, and double-track
that were simply meant to be explored on a gravel bike!

BC THROUGH THE EYES OF A PROSPECTOR
Like veins supplying the lifeblood of BC’s economy, gravel roads and rail beds built to support
the growth of forestry and mining form an intricate web throughout BC, winding through deep
valleys, over high mountain passes, and along clear lakes and rivers. The BC Trail was created on
backroad routes with both historical significance and beautiful landscapes, and allows you to
adventure deep into the remote heart of BC in safety and comfort.

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
•

Climbing the picturesque Coquihalla Lakes Road, with glaciated peaks looming above
and the Coquihalla River roaring below;

•

Winding through the rolling meadows and ranch lands of Jura, as the expansive
Similkameen Valley unfolds before you;

•

Whooping and hollering as you roll down the KVR, descending through steep
canyon walls along the fast-moving Trout Creek;

•

Enjoying a delicious breakfast in the garden of E’Laysa Vineyard Guesthouse;

•

Celebrating an incredible off-road adventure with a sunset winery dinner at Poplar
Grove winery.

"This trip was the absolute highlight of my year! Being new to gravel, I felt so
embraced by the guides and other group members - they made it most the fantastic
experience. The cycling routes, the scenery, the guides, the food, the pre-trip
communication and the attention to detail were top notch!”
-Kelly Ogilvie, 2020 SW BC Gravel Tour

BC GRAVEL TOUR - SOUTHERN

VANCOUVER ISLAND
Showcasing the diverse backroad riding of the Southern
Vancouver Island, your custom gravel itinerary combines curated
routes, boutique west coast accommodations, and great meals to
create the perfect cycling ‘staycation.’

WE LCO M E TO S O UT H E R N VA N CO U VE R I S L A N D
Curated from our own experiences in searching out the best gravel riding in our own back yard,
your South Island gravel tour incorporates some deservedly ‘must do’ rides with a selection of
‘locals only’ secrets to pack five truly memorable off-road rides into a trip that’s no more than a
stone’s throw from Victoria.
Our five night, six day tour will see you riding a wide variety of terrain, including smooth, loamy
singletrack, winding rail trail, and backcountry forestry roads, while staying in the finest lodge
accommodations in the region.

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
•

Riding Gabriola. It may lack the popularity of its neighbouring islands, but this place is a
quiet gem of off-road riding;

•

Enjoying a cold beer around the beach fire at Wild Renfrew, celebrating 5 days of
incredible riding;

•

Feeling like you’re in the middle of nowhere, surrounded by nothing but trees and
mountains, with only the sound of gravel crunching under your tires;

•

Enjoying a delicious breakfast overlooking the ocean at Surf Lodge as you chat excitedly
about the days ride to come.

“What an adventure! I appreciated the guides and the freedom to ride at my own pace,
to see the sights and feel supported along the way. The guides and support crew were
also amazing at adjusting on the fly as conditions changed. They were amazing at
reading the group, assessing conditions and adapting to ensure we got the most out of
our trip!”
-Stephanie Petersen, 2020

MOUNTAIN BIKE

OKANAGAN

MOUNTAIN BIKE CAMP
The Ideal Skills Camp with BC Provincial Coach Adam Walker.
Whether you’re new to mountain biking or are an experienced
rider looking to sharpen your skills, our week-long camp combines
world-class coaching, ideal singletrack, and top-notch
accommodations and service to create the perfect MTB getaway.

W E L C O M E T O B C ’ S M T B P L AY G R O U N D
After a cold, wet winter off the bike, the prospect of throwing yourself at the wet roots and rocks
of Squamish or the North Shore makes many of us shudder. Instead, our Spring MTB Camp will
see you riding smooth, flowing singletrack of the North and South Okanagan, shaking off the
winter rust and honing your skills under the tutelage of Adam Walker, coach of the BC MTB
Team and owner of The Cycling Co, an elite coaching company that focuses on MTB skill
development.
Split between Vernon and Penticton, your camp will see you riding six distinct MTB areas that
provide over 2000kms of singletrack to choose from. Your days will consist of a relaxed breakfast
followed by a morning skills session with Adam. After a hearty lunch, we’ll guide you on an
afternoon free-ride session exploring the best trails of the area, and we’ll split into a couple of
groups so that you can ride the pace and terrain that best suits you.

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
•

Ride the scenic canyon rim of Penticton Creek and climb the smooth, sandy switchbacks
to the summit of Campbell Mountain before the hoot-and-holler descent of the Campbell
Downhill for one of the most grin-inducing loops in BC;

•

Roll right out of your hotel room onto Granite, the beautiful purpose-built trail that offers a
fast flowing descent, smooth rock slabs, snappy berms, punchy climbs and views worth
packing a picnic lunch;

•

Hone your technical skills with one of Canada’s premier MTB coaches and learn why
‘attack position’ will make you a better rider in two minutes;

•

After your ride, relax and revive at Sparking Hill’s KurSpa, the largest luxury spa in Canada
overing over 100 different treatments and services;

•

Circumnavigate the Three Blind Mice area via Far Out, Neverland, Rainbow and Bronco for
18km of smooth, buff riding ending with the rip-roaring Flow Coaster/Tsweet Tsue finish
that will leave you wondering if it’s worth it to go up and do it all again;

•

After a day of incredible singletrack, enjoy a private dinner paired with local wines at
award-winning chef Ned Bell’s Naramata Inn.

British Colombia MTB Experience

Kootenay Epic
In most other riding destinations, mountain biking evolved on pre-established trails,
whether built for hikers, horses, or even vehicles. In British Columbia, the majority
of our trails are purpose-built by riders, for riders. Our trail builders are artists,
renowned world-wide for creating trails that are not only beautiful to the eye, but
absolutely incredible to ride. These are the works of art that we have sought out
and it is our promise that riding them will provide more ‘Oh my God!’ moments than
you will ever remember!

T H E K O O T E N AY S - B I G M O U N T A I N S , B I G S M I L E S
Our Interior Classics tour winds its way through the dramatic interior mountain ranges of southeastern BC. Here in the Kootenay and Okanagan mountains, we present you with days of riding
pristine remote mountain singletrack, where you’re more likely to see a moose or bear than
another rider. Mix in a couple of days riding the gondola to cruise down perfect bike park trails,
and you have the perfect mountain bike adventure!

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
•

Ride the world-famous IMBA classic trail, Seven Summits above the classic alpine ski town
of Rossland;

•

Tighten your helmet for the ripping descents of Mount 7 and Moonraker;

•

Sip a cold, local microbrew in Nelson after a perfect day of singletrack through lush cedar
and fern forests above town;

•

Ride the lift to the top of Kicking Horse Resort and jump into one of the most easily
accessible alpine riding terrains in North America. Did we mention there’s over 1000m of
vertical below you?

•

Ride the absolutely epic Frisbee Ridge, a 24km out-and-back in the alpine above
Revelstoke;

•

Spend each night in luxury accommodations, dining in the area’s best farm-to-table
restaurants.

British Colombia MTB Experience

Coastal Classics
In most other riding destinations, mountain biking evolved on pre-established trails,
whether built for hikers, horses, or even vehicles. In British Columbia, the majority
of our trails are purpose-built by riders, for riders. Our trail builders are artists,
renowned world-wide for creating trails that are not only beautiful to the eye, but
absolutely incredible to ride. These are the works of art that we have sought out
and it is our promise that riding them will provide more ‘Oh my God!’ moments than
you will ever remember!

COA STA L C L A S S I CS
THE WORLD’S BEST SINGLETRACK
Our Coastal Gems tour rides some of the very best built mountain bike trails in the world! The
trail builders of Southwestern British Columbia have received world acclaim for their beautifully
built trails, and our tour showcases the trails and areas that have made BC famous. Starting on
Vancouver Island, we follow the route made famous by the BC Bike Race before a ferry ride
takes us into the incredible terrain of the Coast Mountains, including Squamish, Whistler, and
for the adventurous, the Chilcotin Mountains.

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
•

Ride purpose-built singletrack with features that have made coastal builders renowned
the world over;

•

Experience the bliss of riding perfect loam in the rainforest singletrack heaven of
Squamish;

•

Finish a massive day of singletrack bliss with a cold microbrew and perfect burger at the
Cumberland Brewing Company;

•

Enjoy a freeride clinic with one of BC’s top riders before spending the day at the Whistler
MTB park, hands down the greatest bike park in the world;

•

Spend day after day discovering the best local’s secret trails with experienced trail guides;

•

Spend each night in luxury accommodations, dining in the area’s best farm-to-table
restaurants.

Le Tour du Mont Blanc
The Tour du Mont Blanc, or TMB, has been described as one of the grandest mountain bike
tours in all of Europe, and for very good reason.
Passing through three countries, seven alpine valleys, and beneath 71 tumbling glaciers, this
circumnavigation of the Europe’s highest summit is truly an epic adventure!

T H E T M B : C I R C U M N AVI G AT E T H E
G R E AT E ST M O U N TA I N I N E U R O PE
The 160km, 7400m route is a combination of interesting, varied terrain that sees you riding
everything from an ancient ‘Roman Road’ to immaculate, twisting singletrack.
Although physically demanding, this tour is easily completed by intermediate riders, owing to
the moderate technical difficulty of the route, but be prepared for the odd ‘hike-a-bike’ section
as altitude and steep gradients may conspire against you! We complete the tour over 6 nights
along a trail through high alpine wildflower meadows, skirting brilliant white glaciers, along
chalky glacial lakes, through deep valleys, and of course, over high alpine passes. To take this all
in, we ride at a relaxed pace providing lots of time to linger in those very many ‘I may never be
here again’ spots. There’s ample time to take in that extra loop of sweet singletrack, enjoy a
second cappuccino at a high alpine hut, or spend the afternoon exploring the alpine village
we’re bedding down in that night.

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
•

Ride and sleep in three different countries;

•

Bask in alpine paradise after climbing to the 2500m Grand Col Ferret;

•

Descend 900m of spectacular singletrack to cold beer waiting in the village of Les
Contamines;

•

Watch the sun setting over the Italian Alps while enjoying a hearty dinner on the deck of
the high alpine Refugio Mottetes;

•

Explore the twisting cobbled streets and shops of Cormayeur, Italy’s alpine gem;

